A protein undergoes conformational dynamics with multiple time scales, which results in fluctuating enzyme activities. Recent studies in single molecule enzymology have observe this "age-old" dynamic disorder phenomenon directly. However, the single molecule technique has its limitation. To be able to observe this molecular effect with real biochemical functions in situ, we propose to couple the fluctuations in enzymatic activity to noise propagations in small protein interaction networks such as zeroth order ultra-sensitive phosphorylation-dephosphorylation cycle. We showed that enzyme fluctuations could indeed be amplified by orders of magnitude into fluctuations in the level of substrate phosphorylation -a quantity widely interested in cellular biology. Enzyme conformational fluctuations sufficiently slower than the catalytic reaction turn over rate result in a bimodal concentration distribution of the phosphorylated substrate. In return, this network amplified single enzyme fluctuation can be used as a novel biochemical "reporter" for measuring single enzyme conformational fluctuation rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of an enzyme is usually characterized by a rate constant describing its catalytic capacity, which is a standard practice on studying dynamics of enzymes and enzyme-involved networks. Recent advances in single molecule techniques allow examining enzyme activities at single molecule levels [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . It is found that the rate "constant" of an enzyme is in general a broad distribution. Physically, it is because the enzyme conformation is under constant fluctuation at varying time scales [13, 14] . Single molecule techniques can measure the instant rate constants at a given conformation. The single molecule results are consistent with extensive early biochemistry and biophysics studies. Biochemists have long noticed that protein conformational fluctuations (which can be in the time scale from subsecond to minutes and even hours) can be comparable and even slower than the corresponding chemical reactions (usually in the range of subsecond) [15] . Slow conformational motions result in hysteretic response of enzymes to concentration changes of regulatory molecules, and cooperative dependence on substrate concentrations [15, 16, 17, 18] . In physical chemistry, the term dynamic disorder is used for the phenomenon that the rate of a process may be stochastically timedependent [19] . Extensive experimental and theoretical studies exist since the pioneering work of Frauenfelder and coworkers [20] . Allosteric enzymes can be viewed as another class of examples. According to the classical Monod-Wyman-Changeux model and recent population shift model, an allosteric enzyme coexists in more than one conformation [21, 22] . Recent experiments also show that the conformational transition of an allosteric * Electronic address: jxing@vt.edu enzyme happens in micro-to millisecond time scale or longer [23] . Xing proposed that in general internal conformational change should be considered on describing enzymatic reactions, and it may have possible implication on allosteric regulation mechanism [24] . Wei et. al also suggested a similar formalism for describing enzymatic reactions [25] . Current single molecule enzymology studies focus on metabolic enzymes. It remains an important unanswered question if dynamic disorder is a general phenomenon for enzymes, e.g., the enzymes involved in signal transduction. While the technique reveals important information, the single molecule approach also has strict requirement on the system to achieve single molecule sensitivity, which limits its usage for quick and large scale scanning of enzymes.
In this work we discuss an idea of coupling molecular enzymatic conformational fluctuations to the dynamics of small protein interaction networks. Specifically we will examine a phosphorylation/dephosphorylation cycle (PdPC) [26] . Our analysis will be applicable to other mathematically equivalent systems, such as GTPassociated cycle, or more general a system involving two enzymes/enzyme complexes with opposing functions on a substrate. As an example for the latter, the system can be an enzymatic reaction consuming ATP hydrolysis (e.g., a protein motor) coupled to a ATP regeneration system-in this case ATP is the substrate. The PdPC is a basic functional module for a wide variety of cellular communications and control processes. The substrate molecules can exist in the phosphorylated and dephosphorylated form, which are catalyzed by kinase and phosphatase respectively at the expense of ATP hydrolysis. The percentage of the phophorylated substrate form depends on the ratio of kinase and phosphatase activities in a switch like manner called ultra-sensitivity. Through the PdPC, slow conformational (and thus enzymatic activity) fluctuations at the single molecule level can be amplified to fluctuations of substrate phosphorylation forms by several orders of magnitude, and make it easier to detect.
The coupling between molecular fluctuations and network fluctuations itself is an interesting biological problem. Recent studies revealed that the intrinsic/extrinsic noise, when it is introduced into the biological system, has significant influences on the behavior and sensitivity of the entire network [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] . Unlike the noise sources studies previously, the internal noise due to dynamic disorder shows broad time scale distributions. Its effect on network-level dynamics is not well studied [35] . We will show that a bimodal distribution of the PdPC substrate form can arise due to dynamic disorder, which may have profound biological consequences.
II. THE MODEL
A PdPC is shown in 1a. X and X* are the unphosphorylated and phosphorylated forms of the substrate, respectively. We assume A is the phosphatase obeying normal Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The kinase E, on the other hand, can assume two conformations with different catalytic capacity. In general an enzyme can assume many different conformations. The two state model here can be viewed as coarse-graining. The set of reactions describing the system dynamics are listed below:
To ensure proper detailed balance constraint, each pair of forward and backward reaction constants are related by the relation ∆µ
, with ∆µ 0 the standard chemical potential difference between the product(s) and the reactant(s), k B the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature. Exceptions are the three chemical reaction steps, which we assume couple to ATP hydrolysis, and thus extra terms related to ATP hydrolysis free energy ∆µ AT P are added. we assume ∆µ 0 + ∆µ AT P /2 = −k B T ln(k f /k b ) for each of these reactions, so one ATP molecule is consumed after one cycle. In general the conformer conversion rates α, β, α ′ , β ′ are different. For simplicity in this work, we choose α = β = α ′ = β ′ unless specified otherwise.
Let's define the response curve of the system to be the steady-state percentage of X* as a function of the catalytic reactivity ratio between the kinase and the phos-
, where p i is the probability for the kinase to be in conformer i), and N Et and N At are total numbers of kinase and phosphatase molecules. At bulk concentration, for both fast and slow kinase conformational change, the response curve shows usual sigmoidal but monotonic dependence (see 1b) [26] . Here we only consider the zero-th order regime where the total substrate concentration is much higher than that of the enzymes. However, the situation is different for a system with small number of molecules. For simplicity let's focus on the case with one kinase molecule. Physically, suppose that the average reactivity ratio θ ∼ 1 (not necessarily exactly at 1), but the corresponding
Consequently, the substrate conversion reactions are subject to fluctuating enzyme activities, an manifestation of the molecular level dynamic disorder. Because of the ultra-sensitive nature of the PdPC, small enzyme activity fluctuation (in the vicinity of θ = 1) can be amplified into large fluctuations of substrate forms (in the branches of high or low numbers of X*). The relevant time scales in the system are the average dwelling time of the kinase at the new conformation τ K , and the average time required for the system to relax to a new steady-state substrate distribution once the kinase switches its conformation τ S . The former is related to the conformer conversion rates. The latter is determined by the enzymatic reaction dynamics as well as the number of substrate molecules. If the kinase conformational switch is sufficiently slow (τ K >> τ S ), so that on average for the time the kinase dwelling on each conformation, the substrate can establish the steady state corresponding to θ i , which is peaked at either high or low N X * . Then the overall steady-state substrate distribution is a bimodal distribution, which is roughly a direct sum of these two single peaked distributions. This situation resembles the static limit of molecular disorders [19] . Increasing conformer switching rates tends to accumulate population between the two peaks, and eventually results in a single-peaked distribution (τ K < τ S ).
A critical value of α (or β) exists where τ K ∼ τ S , and one peak of the distribution disappears. There are two sets of (τ K , τ S ) corresponding to the transition from conformer 1 to 2, and vice versa. In principle, in the slow enzyme conform conversion regime where the substrate shows non-unimodal distribution (τ K > τ S ), one can extract molecular information of the enzyme fluctuations from the greatly amplified substrate fluctuations. This is the basic idea of this work.
III. NUMERICAL STUDIES
To test the idea, we performed stochastic simulations with the Gillespie algorithm [36] using the parameters listed in Table 1 and Appendix A. 1c shows that with a single slowly converting two-state kinase, the number of X* jumps between high and low values, and shows bimodal distribution (see 1d). 2 gives systematic studies on this phenomenon. There exist two critical values of α, α 1 , α 2 . With α < (α 1 , α 2 ), the substrate distribution has two well-separated peaks ( 2a). On increasing α, the two original peaks diminish gradually while the the region between the two peaks accumulates population to form a new peak ( 2b). The two original peaks disappear at α = α 1 and α = α 2 respectively, and eventually the distribution becomes single-peaked ( 2c-e). 2f summarizes the above process using the distance between peaks. The results divide into three regions. The point of transition between the left and the middle regions indicates disappearance of the left peak (corresponding to 2c). That between the middle and the right regions indicates disappearance of the right peak (corresponding to 2d).
2g shows that the critical value of α decreases with the total substrate number N Xt . An increased number of N Xt gives a larger τ S , which requires a larger τ K (slower conformation conversion rate) in order to generate a multi-peaked distribution. 2g also compares theoretical (see below) and simulated critical α values at different values of N Xt . The plot shows that the simulation results agree reasonably with the theoretical predictions, although the simulated critical α is slightly smaller than the theoretical values, which means that the peak disappears earlier on increasing fluctuation rate α. The discrepancy of the two could be due to stochasticity of enzymatic reactions, which is fully accounted for in the simulations, but neglected in the theoretical treatment. The broader distribution leads to an earlier disappearance of peaks. This argument is supported by the fact that the difference between theoretical and simulated critical α is getting closer when the substrate number becomes larger, so fluctuations due to enzymatic reactions are further suppressed.
In the above discussions, we focus on a system with a single copy of the two-state kinase molecule. Appendix B shows that a simulation result with multi-state model gives similar behaviors. 3a shows that with multiple copies of enzymes, the substrate distribution of a PdPC can show similar transition from bimodal (or multi-modal in some cases) to unimodal behaviors, but the critical values of α are smaller (corresponding to slower conformational change) than those for the single kinase case . In these calculations, we scale the system proportionally to keep all the concentrations constant.
Possible biological significances of the bimodal distributions will be discussed below. Here we propose that additionally one can use the phenomenon to extract single molecule fluctuation information, especially the conformer conversion rates. Conventionally the information is obtained through single molecule experiments [6, 13] . For simplicity here we focus on the single enzyme case only. Suppose that an enzyme fluctuates slowly between different conformers, and one can couple a single molecule enzyme with a PdPC (or a similar system) with fast enzymatic kinetics. Then the conformational fluctuation dynamics at the single molecule level will be amplified to the substrate form fluctuations by orders of magnitude. 4 gives the result of such an experiment simulated by computer. The trajectory clearly shows two states. To estimate the time the system dwelling on each state, we define the starting and ending dwelling time as the first time the number of substrate molecules in the X* form reaches the peak value of N X * distribution corresponding to that state in the forward and backward direction of the trajectory (see 4a). The above algorithm of finding the dwelling time may miss those with very short dwelling time so the substrate may not have enough time to reach the peak value, as seen in the trajectory. Nevertheless, the obtained dwelling time distributions are well fitted by exponential functions. The exponents give the values of α and β, in this case ∼ 0.8 × 10 −3 for both of them, which are good estimations of the true value 10 −3 .
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
A. Analytical estimate of the critical points
Here we provide quantitative analysis of the above time scale argument. Let's define
and similar expression for the case that the kinase assumes conformer 2 except k + is replaced by k ′ + . Then the kinetics of a PdPC with one two-state kinase molecule is governed by a set of Liouville equations under the Langevin dynamics approximation [19, 37, 38] ,
where ρ i (x) is the probability density to find the system at kinase confomer i and the number of substrate form X being x, Ω is the system volume. For mathematical simplicity in the following derivations, we assume that for a given kinase conformation, the substrate dynamics can be described continuously and deterministically. This approximation is partially justified by the relative large number of substrates. Then one can drop the diffusion term containing Ω, and solve the above equations analytically (see Appendix C). The theoretical steady state solutions of ρ(x) = ρ 1 (x) + ρ 2 (x) are also plotted in 2.
Since in our analysis we neglected stochasticity of enzyme reactions due to the finite number of substrates, the analytical solutions are bound by the two roots (x 1 , x 2 ) of the equations,
In the case of fast switching rates, the solutions vanish at the turning points (x 1 , x 2 ), and become identically zeros outside of the interval [x 1 , x 2 ]. Physically it means that the enzyme equilibrates quickly and the rest of the system 'feels' only averaged reactivity of two enzyme's states.
In the regime of slow switching rates, the steady state solutions ρ 1 (x) and ρ 1 (x) have two integratable singular points at (x 1 , x 2 ). The solutions diverge at these points (although integration of ρ i over x is still finite). Of course, the neglected 'diffusion' term due to substrate fluctuations becomes important in this situation. This term smears the singularities at the turning points (x 1 , x 2 ). Kepler et al . noticed similar behaviors in their simulation results. However, in order to estimate the critical values of the switching rates α c and β c , which correspond to transition between unimodal and bimodal distribution, the set of equations Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) are sufficient.
Even within this approximation the analytical prediction of the transition points agrees well with the simulation results. The conditions for disappearance of these two single points are,
Note that 1/α (or 1/β) is the average dwelling time of an enzyme configuration τ K , and 1/α c (or 1/β c ) is the relaxation time after the system linearly deviates from the single conformer steady state (at x 1 or x 2 ), which are τ S in the previous discussions. 2f & g show good agreement between the critical points obtained by simulation and by Eq. (5). The agreement becomes better for larger number of substrates, suggesting that the discrepancy between the simulated and theoretical results are due to neglecting substrate fluctuations in the theoretical treatment.
Free energy in kBT ∆µAT P −20 Table 1 . (c) A trajectory of the number of X with a single two state kinase. The total substrate number NXt = 100, conversion rate constant between two kinase states α = 0.001, and other parameters are shown in Table 1 . (d) The distribution of X corresponding to (c) shows bimodal distribution.
B. Multi-enzyme systems
For N independent two state kinases the probability to have k kinases in conformer 1 has following binomial distribution
where we defined
where p i 1 is initial probability to be in the state 1, and the steady state probability p s 1 is given by p 1 = β/(α + β). Note that binomial distribution Eq. (6) becomes normal in the case N → ∞. Therefore, in this limit one can represent overall concentration of the enzymes as (cf. with equation S8 in [29] )
where ξ(t) is Gaussian noise with correlation function decaying exponentially fast, see Eq. (7). Hence, only when the switching rates α and β are fast (i.e., no dynamic disorder) the white noise approximation used in reference [29] is expected to work well, since in this case exponential decay of the correlation function can be safely replaced by δ-function. Recently Warmflash et .al also discussed the legitimacy of using the δ-function approximation [39] .
Let us calculate noise-noise correlator explicitly. One gets
where P (n, t|n ′ , t ′ ) is the conditional probability to have n enzymes in conformer 1 at time t, provided that at time t ′ the number of enzymes in conformer 1 is exactly n ′ . The second term in the product, P (n ′ , t ′ ), is the probability to have n ′ enzymes in conformer 1 at time t ′ and it depends on initial conditions. However, for late times t > t ′ ≫ (α + β) −1 it can be safely replaced by the steady state distribution:
As for conditional probability, we derive
where dependence on the number n ′ comes from the initial conditions in Eq. (7):
It means that p 1 (t − t ′ ) in Eq. (7) depends implicitly on n ′ , and hence will be defined as p 1 (n ′ , t − t ′ ). After some algebra we get
It is easy to check that the first term in the expression for p 1 (n ′ , t − t ′ ), namely p s 1 , adds the contribution n(t) n(t ′ ) for a late times. Therefore, one obtains a two time correlation function
exponentially decaying in time with correlation strength σ that can be explicitly obtained from the Eq. (13).
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Slow conformational fluctuations have been suggested to be general properties of proteins, and result in dynamic disorder. However, so far only metabolic enzymes have been directly examined at the single molecule level. If demonstrated, the existence of dynamic disorder in general may greatly modify our understanding of dynamics of biological networks (e.g., signal transduction networks). It provides a new source of in general nonwhite noises. In this work, we exploit the ultrasensitivity of a PdPC (or a similar system as discussed previously) to amplify molecular level slow conformational fluctuations. The method may be used experimentally for quick screening and qualitative/semi-quantitative estimation of molecular fluctuations in signal transduction networks. Here we propose a possible experimental setup. One adds one or a few kinases, corresponding phosphatase (with its amount adjusted so the average activity ratio θ ∼ 1), a relatively large amount of substrate molecules, and ATP regeneration system in an isolated chamber. Experimentally one may consider the micro-fabrication technique produced high density small reaction chambers used previously in single molecule protein motor and enzyme studies [7, 40] . Containers may stochastically contain different number of molecules of the kinase, phosphatase, with some of them giving the desired θ ∼ 1. Monitoring substrate fluctuations (e.g., through fluorescence) may reveal information about molecular level fluctuations. In general protein fluctuation is more complicated than the two-state model used here. The latter should be viewed as coarse-grained model. In this work for simplicity we didn't consider possible conformational fluctuations of the phosphatase and even the substrate (which may act as enzymes for other reactions). Including these possibilities make the analysis more difficult, but won't change the conclusion that molecular level fluctuations can couple to fluctuations at network levels and be amplified by the latter.
There are several studies on systems showing stochasticity induced bimodal distribution without deterministic counterpart. [29, 37, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] In eukaryotic transcription, a gene may be turned on and off through binding and dissociation of a regulating protein, which may result in bimodal distribution of the expressed protein level. The process is mathematically equivalent to the problem we discussed here. Physically the mechanism of generating a bimodal distribution is trivial. The system (PdPC) has a fluctuating parameter, the ratio of the overall enzyme activity θ (not θ). When the parameter fluctuates sufficiently slow, the distribution is approximately a mixture of localized distributions corresponding to different parameter values, and thus may have more than one peak. This situation is fundamentally different from macroscopic bistable systems, which have more than one steady state for a given set of parameters, and usually some feedback mechanism is involved. Possible biological significances of a network generating bimodal distributions without deterministic counterpart has been suggested in the literature [29, 41, 43] . It remains to be examined whether the mechanism discussed in this work is biologically relevant, or reversely evolution has selected signal transduction proteins showing minimal dynamic disorder [35] . As shown in 2g and 3, with fixed enzyme molecular property, a system reduces to unimodal distributions on increasing the system size. Therefore the mechanism of dynamic disorder induced bimodal distribution plays a significant role only for small sized systems. We want to point out that Morishita et .al . [46] has theoretically suggested that signal transduction cascades have optimal performance with only ∼ 50 copies per specie, which makes the dynamic disorder mechanism plausible. In a real system it is more likely that noises arising from dynamic disorder, which has broad timescale distribution, will couple with sources from other processes, such as enzyme synthesis and degradation, and may result in complex dynamic behaviors. Therefore physical chemistry studies of molecular level protein dynamics may provide important and necessary information for understanding cellular level dynamics.
APPENDIX A: APPENDIXES

A
Here we show how we make connections between the equations for bulk analysis and the ones for stochastic simulations with molecular number. For example, if we have a reaction
we can write down the ODE equations for this reaction
First of all, we choose 1/k −f as our time unit, where k −f is the rate constant for the backward enzymatic step. Then,
.
If we want to deal with variables in the unit of molecular numbers instead of concentration, we then have
where N A is Avogadro constant. V 0 is the volume of the system. We can further simplify the expression,
In all of our simulations, we kept a constant value for the substrate concentration N Xt /(N A V 0 ) = 1. Then,
B: Multi-state enzyme fluctuation
In general, an enzyme fluctuates continuously along conformational coordinates. One should consider the two-state model discussed in the main text as a coarsegrained model. Here we will use a more complicated model to show that our main conclusions still hold in general case. We consider an enzyme diffuse slowly along a harmonic potential of coordinate x, G(x) = x 2 , where we have chose the units so G = 1k B T at x = 1. Motion along the conformational coordinate couples to the enzymatic reaction rate constants with an exponential factor k +f = k 0 +f exp(λx), where λ = −0.5. One specific example is that x is the donor-acceptor distance for an electrontransfer reaction. We model the diffusion as hopping among 10 discrete states. The conversion rate constant between enzyme conformations α i is at 10 −2 . The backward rate constant is then determined by the detailed balance requirement
Other parameters are the same as in the 2-state enzyme simulations. The reactions are listed below, This result reiterates our suggestion that the ultrasensitive network amplifies small enzymatic activity fluctuations into large substrate number fluctuations.
C
By omitting the diffusion terms in the Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) one derives for steady state:
For very fast switching rates α and β we expect an unimodal distribution centered somewhere in between two 'turning' points x 1 and x 2 , see Eq. (4). Therefore, the steady state solution should vanish at these points and be identically zero outside an interval [x 2 , x 1 ]. In order to satisfy these boundary conditions, one has to set a constant in Eq. (A2) to be zero. Hence, we obtain
The solution of the Eq. (A3) depends, of course, on particular choice of the function f (x). However, it is guaranteed that there is an unique root of the function f (x) in the corresponding physical region of variable x [29] . Hence, the differential equation Eq. (A3) is singular only at two points x 2 and x 1 , which are the boundary points. One can find an asymptotic behavior of the steady state solution near these points:
where g(x) is analytic function of x in the interval [x 2 , x 1 ], satisfying condition g(x 2 ) = g(x 1 ) = 1. The exponents a 2 and a 1 are
Therefore, if the conditions Eq. (5) are satisfied, one expects unimodal distribution. Otherwise, there exists at least one additional peak in the distribution. In this case of the slow switching rates the equation Eq. (A3) predicts divergence of the solution at one or both boundary points x 2 and x 1 . This is an indication that diffusion terms that we omitted for our estimate become relevant. The diffusion terms makes the overall distribution finite.
